MEASUREMENTS IN DELIVERY OF HEALTH SERVICES

Chairman: Paul L Ahmed, Secretary's Task Force on "Medicaid and Related Health Programs" and National Institute of Mental Health

Speakers: Irving J. Lewis, Health Services and Mental Health Administration
"Management and Measurement in Health Services Programs"
Dorothy P. Rice, Social Security Administration
"Measurements of Problems in Medical Care Expenditures"

Discussants: Monroe Lerner, John Hopkins University
Joe Manes, Bureau of the Budget

When and Where: 9:30 AM to 1:00 PM, Wednesday, September 24, Conference Room B, Interdepartmental Auditorium, 14th and Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.

Joint Conference with the Urban and Regional Information System Association.
"Breaking the Computer Bottleneck - Programming for the Non-Programmer - Rapid Information Retrieval, Report Generation and Statistical Manipulation"

When and Where: 9:00 AM to 1:00 PM, Tuesday, September 30, Conference Room B, Interdepartmental Auditorium, 14th and Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.

Chairman: Jack C. Barrett, Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments

Speakers: John N. Maguire, Consolidated Analysis Centers, Inc. (C.A.C.I.)
"Quick Query System"
Kenneth Shapiro, National Institute of Health - "Tablemaker"
Herbert Wall, IBM Corporation - "Generalized Information System (GIS)"
Ruth N. Varner, National Bureau of Standards - "Omnitab"
Joseph Hilsemath, National Bureau of Standards - "General Purpose Programs for Data File Manipulation"

Discussant: Sidney Brownstein, IBM Corporation

The professional life of most of us has been drastically affected by the computer revolution and we are all running to keep up with it. An intensely frustrating experience many of us have had is the slow, laborious and expensive programming necessary to retrieve, manipulate and display data from computer files. Many efforts are now going on to develop generalized retrieval packages that become part of machine software and vastly reduce the complexity and time required to program computer output simple enough for non-specialists to use. Our conference will explore some of the best developed packages, each having a somewhat different focus. (Omnitab, on which we had an all-day conference last year, is being included briefly to place it in perspective with other packages.)
Baltimore Chapter

For some time, the Washington Statistical Society has supported a Baltimore Committee. The main purpose of this group was to create interest in the formation of a separate Baltimore Chapter in ASA. This group is now prepared to move forward. An organizational meeting will be held at the Baltimore Statler Hilton Hotel on October 9 to discuss and vote on a proposed constitution and slate of officers. Speakers will include Al Mindlin, President of WSS, and John Lehman, Executive Director of ASA. Further details will be sent to individuals living in the Baltimore area. Anyone desiring more information may call Harold Grossman, area code 301-944-4920 or government code 130-4920.

The WSS continued to rely during the 1968-1969 season on Building Representatives to perform a variety of functions for the Chapter. We are grateful for the help of these unsung volunteers and wish to express our thanks for a job well done. Listed below are the individuals who performed in this capacity.

Blanche, Ernest E. Assocs., Mrs. Lee Mays, 949-0500
Booz-Allen, Inc. David M. Moss, 656-2200
BPR, Matonic Bldg., Harry Weingarten, 112-5576
Catholic U., Eugene Lukacs, LA9-6000 ext. 303
Census Bureau, Charles D. Jones, 157-7025
Commerce--Main Bldg., Stuart Pettingill, 184-4273
Commerce--OSE, Mrs. Margaret Henny, 183-2601
CSC, George Mills, 183-7611
FPA, Paul Eldridge, 13-20787
FDA, James S. Winbush, 13-24848
Federal Home Loan Board, Walter Stuart, 129-5317
FRB, Irving Gedanken, 147-418
FTC, Charles Marks, 1262-28
GAO, Jerome A. Mark, 110-2692
GSA, Ferdinand Lemus, 183-5830
GW Univ., Solomon Kullback, 676-6000 ext. 6355
Georgetown U., Herbert Maisel, PE7-3300 ext. 7013
HEW--South Bldg., Elizabeth Johnson, 13-22086
HEW--Tower Bldg., Joel Cohen, 167-6855
HEW--Webb Bldg., Thomas J. Thom, 167-6044
John Hopkins Univ., William R. Parker
HUD, Milo B. Sunderhauf, 138-55983
Interior, Arthur L. Franks, 161-4566
IRS, James M. Harte, 184-4758
ICC, Seymour Etkin, 156-480
Labor--Madison Bldg., Francis Wattenburg, 110-2030
NBS, Janace A. Speckman, 164-2315
NIH, John Bartko, 14-62586
NSF, William A. Jaracz, 101-25881
Naval Medical Center, Bertram D. Litt, 295-1000
Navy--Main Bldg., Beatrice S. Orleans, 11-66865
OEO--Brown Bldg., Benjamin T. Teeter, 121-6467
OE, Abraham Frankel, 13-24240
Operations Research Inc., John McCutcheon, 588-6180
Post Office, Benjamin Mandel, 177-7003
Radiological Health Lab, Paul L. Roney, 14-68383
SSA, James Hatten, 130-5527
Westat Research Inc., P. James Terragno, 652-9246

If you would be willing to serve as a Building Representative for WSS, please contact Ben Tepping, government code 157-640.